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Are you in the Short-Term Rental Industry? An Airbnb Host? Have you dreamt of becoming a
Host, or maybe you are just curious about what the industry is all about? Hospitable Hosts is a
collection of true-life stories written by professional hosts from around the globe – Australia,
Japan, USA, Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and the United Kingdom. Get set to learn from some
of the best in the industry as they all share their journey of how they found their passion and
became a professional host.Their stories will make you laugh, and some will even make you cry.
As they introduce you to their most memorable guests – some have found love, a business
partner, or saved a guest’s life! They share what motivated them to build a business that gives
them financial freedom and their stories will inspire you to do the same.FEATURING:Jodie
StirlingMark SimpsonJulie GeorgePlaxy BudzinskaSasha HermanLiam CarolanDr. Rachel D.
GainsbrughJim OdomTracey NorthcottMoriya RockmanStacey St. JohnHeather M. BrownJennie
and Jason HolmesDenine EchevarriaSergio CastanedaValerie MaloneKat PapéTatianna Taylor-
TaitKim HerrleinStacey Paretti RaseSally KemberSean McGregorTim MortimerPam HoltAndrew
HansonRuben KanyaAmanda WilliamsToby DoréMerryn TuckVeronica MontalvoTia
CastleRowena JonesJane DickinsonFiona SmithRobert NeundorfAnis MaloucheMeredith
CowleyOmar CovarrubiasLizzi LargePaul AndersonPARTNERS:BoostlyEstelle
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Judah at bnb AMPLIFY, “Get ready to have your eyes WIDE OPEN. Awesome book!. I just
received my copy in the mail today and started reading through the first story of Jodie Stirling
and skimming the stories of the other authors. This book is a must-have for any STR or vacation
rental host looking to get started. A perfect read for seasoned hosts as well who may be looking
for new ideas for providing the perfect accommodations for guests.What I love about this book is
that you can either read the book from front to back cover or simply skim the book and read the
different stories that may align with your hospitable hosting spirit at that particular time. I highly
recommend you read this book. There's no other book like it for the industry.”

Sean McGregor, “Learn from the best hosts in the world!. This book features 40 of the Top Short
Term Rental Operators from around the world - each taking their own chapter to share their
journey into hospitality along with tips and tricks to make your own hosting journey smoother and
more successful! Disclosure, I wrote Chapter 22 but I've got to say, I've learned so much from
the other 39 authors in this book that I felt I owed them a 5* Review! If you are interested in
Hospitality or Entrepreneurship, you will love this book! PS: Proceeds go to charity so you are
also helping the less fortunate if you decide to purchase.”

Beau Lyle, “Inspiring leaders!. These collection of stories are a heartwarming reminder of the
power of giving and hospitality. I was infinitely moved by all the stories, specifically I was
touched by one host providing their home to the US Coast Guard during a national disaster,
where this quote stood out to me: "Not all storms come to dirsupt our lives; Some storms come
to clear our path." -Paul Coehlo”

Meg Casper, “Fabulous!. Everything! Great read!”

Wil, “AMAZING!!. Loved all the different points of view on the world of vacation rentals!”

Hadley, “Great read!. Loved this book!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent. A wonderful inspiration for hospitality hosts. Lots to make you
think, lots to enjoy. A must have.”

Ebook Library Reader, “An inspiring look behind the scenes of hosting!. An incredible book! A
great insight to behind the scenes of hosting short term rentals. Even if you aren’t a host there is
something for everyone in this book. A fantastic read!!”

Donatas Viskontas, “Quick Thoughts and Rating: 5 stars!. I can't image how challenging it would
have been to cover so many different stories. It's a great read for everyone starting or even for



those who already have Short term lets as it has amazing stories from Hosts all around the
world.It actually helped me to have a broader perspective about the hosts and how they do
things differently around the world so if you are still reading reviews and considering should I get
it - do it and enjoy the read!”

Karen Carolan, “Such Inspiring stories  . Gives you confidence to achieve your goals, great
stories and tips on what to avoid and what can help your business to standout from the rest. ”

Amy, “Informative and entertaining. A must read for anyone interested in hosting, serviced
accommodation written by some of the most inspiring people in the industry.”

The book by Jodie  Stirling has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 12 people have provided feedback.
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